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Abstract. The Luttinger model describes a non-local interacting relativistic theory
for spinless and massless fermions. Albeit the exact solution is already known, the
perturbative approach to the model via the renormalization group is useful on account
of the connection to the study of more realistic models' behaviour near the Fermi
surface. In this work we show that the effective potential describing the interaction
on the physical scale p^1 is analytical in the coupling constants, and has an exponential
decay on that scale. Besides the physical motivation of this approach, the problem is
also technically interesting, since it is an example of a trivially superrenormalizable
theory, as far as the ultraviolet region is concerned; nevertheless the proof is quite
delicate, as the convergence of the perturbative series does not follow from the
superficial bounds (which would give logarithmic and linear divergences), but is due
to accidental compensations furnished by the particular symmetry properties of the
model.

Tyger, Tyger, burning bright
In the forests of the night,
What immortal hand or eye
Could frame thy fearful symmetry?

William Blake

Introduction

Recently a considerable effort has been spent in the study of one dimensional models
of interacting fermions in the framework of the perturbative theory. The physical
reason of this interest is due to the modifications that the interaction brings to the
Fermi surface (anomalous Fermi surface) and to the possible relation with the models
in higher dimensions. From the mathematical point of view such models, despite their
one dimensionality, have a very rich structure because some basic features related
to the anomalous behaviour, which can be straightforward to understand in a more
qualitative approach, become much more complicated to prove in a rigorous way.
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If one considers the exactly soluble Luttinger model [L, ML], in the perturbative
theory, it is formally possible to show directly that the β function vanishes identically
(see [DM]), by using the symmetries of the model. In the rigorous approach proposed
by [BG], however, the proof of the same property becomes quite indirect, and uses
also the results of the exact solution of the model (see [BGM]). The vanishing of the
β function of the Luttinger model is, on the other hand, a basic tool in the proof of
the analyticity of the Schwinger functions of a more realistic, and not exactly soluble,
model of interacting Fermions (see [BGM, BGPS]).

In [BGM, BGPS] the proofs of the analyticity of the Schwinger functions and of
the vanishing of the β function for the realistic model and for the Luttinger model are
given assuming that no divergence arises in the perturbative approach to the ultraviolet
region of the Luttinger model. This is needed in order to insure that the problem
attached with the perturbative approach is truly the exactly soluble one. Physically
this is reasonable, since the coupling constants depend only on the features of the
problem near the Fermi surface. On the other hand this is not obvious because only
the infrared region of the Luttinger model admits an immediate physical interpretation,
while the exact solution contains the details on every scale.

Moreover the solution of the ultraviolet problem, which is given in this work,
is technically interesting and shows how the detailed knowledge of the perturbative
expansion given by the tree graph technique (see [Gl, GN]) allows us to cancel the
superficial divergences of the theory.

The main problem that we met in this work is the following. In the Luttinger
model the interaction between particles is non-local, but has finite range p^1 [see
(1.4) below]. This allows us to distinguish in a natural way the ultraviolet and the
infrared region of the problem: actually the interaction potential can be regarded as
local for the space scales bigger than p^1 (infrared region), while it behaves as a
long range potential for the smaller scales (ultraviolet region). The scaling properties,
however, are exactly the same in the two regions (compare with [BGPS]) and so
are the superficial divergences. This means that superficially the ultraviolet Luttinger
model behaves as a renormalizable field theory, i.e. has divergences to all orders of
the perturbative expansion. In order to show that divergences are in fact absent, one
has to use the non-locality of the interaction, and the symmetry properties of the
covariance.

Now the problem is the following one: if one tries to use naively the above
properties one has to study the estimate of the single Feynman graphs. Unluckily
the analyticity of the quantities of physical interest in the couplings is due to some
estimates of classes of graphs lumped together. One therefore has to disentangle the
classes of graphs enough in order to give a good ultraviolet bound for them, but
not too much to loose the good combinatorial behaviour of the estimates. A similar
analysis is presented in [LL], but in the present work the decomposition of the graphs
is carried out to a much deeper extent. The fundamental result of the present paper is
the proof of the analyticity and the exponential decay of the effective potential on scale
PQ1 obtained by "integrating all the scales" in the ultraviolet region. Elsewhere (see
the bibliography, expecially [BGM] and [BGPS]) the infrared problem (physically the
more interesting one) of the Luttinger and more realistic models is treated, under the
hypothesis that the ultraviolet is also soluble. Therefore our work provides the proof
of such an assumption.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 1 we define the Luttinger model and
the regularized version of it, and we state rigorously our result; in Sect. 2 we briefly
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present the standard analysis of the superficial divergences of the model, and the
absence of factorials in the perturbative expansion (compare again with [BGPS]); in
Sects. 3 and 4 we discuss the above mentioned decomposition and we show how it
is possible to improve the superficial bounds of the theory, by using the long range
decay of the interaction and the symmetry properties of the model. Finally in Sect. 5
we discuss the modifications due to the presence of some additional terms in the
interaction.

Finally, let us outline the technical difference between this work and other similar
results in constructive quantum field theory, see e.g. [GK, LL, BGPS]. The standard
technique used in the above (and in many other) works, is to resum the ultraviolet
divergences in the so-called /^-function, and then to study the perturbative convergence
of the quantities of physical interest to all orders. This is done by either using
an inductive procedure (see [GK, LL]), or computing explicitly the /3-function by
means of the tree graphs technique (see [BGPS]). In our case, where we met the
same ultraviolet superficial divergences of the above mentioned works, the symmetry
properties of the graphs imply that no resummation has to be performed in order to
prove the ultraviolet convergence.

To our knowledge there are no other examples of rigorous study of graph symmetry
properties in a fermionic theory, not destroying the good combinatorial behaviour of
the coefficients of the perturbative expansion. We strongly suspect that it would be
difficult to obtain this result without using the tree graphs technique.

Let us remark also that our results are obtained in euclidean space, i.e. for
imaginary times, but we introduce a regularization that allows us to remove the cut
off in the time direction, so obtaining the positive property of the covariance required
by the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms.

1. The Luttinger Model

The Luttinger model, that we define following [BGM], is described by the Hamiltonian

if

= Σ / dx

ωω'=±\

ω=±l

where x = (t,x) G -R2, dx = dtdx, / 0 ± are creation and annihilation field operators,
d is the derivative with respect to the space variable, : : denotes the Wick ordering
(obtained by rearranging the order of the product of operators so that the annihilation
operators are always to the right and multiplying the new product by the parity sign
of the permutation necessary to produce it) with respect to the ground state introduced
by filling all the positive energy states in the channel ω = - 1 and all the negative
energy states in the channel ω = -f-1; we can rewrite the interaction as

vo = vι+v2
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if we set

vι = Σ [

= Σ /

vι = Σ [dxdyλ(x -

being g(x — y,ω) defined in (1.6).
The potential λ(x) is of the form

= υ(x)δ(t), (1.3)

where 6 is the delta function, and v(x) is supposed to be smooth and rapidly decaying
at oo,

\v(x)\ <λe-p°W . (1.4)

This corresponds to the definition given in [BGM] where we choose, for definite-
ness, qx(l) = ^ ( - 1 ) = q2(l) = q2(-ϊ) = const.

We can define the following functional integral (effective potential)

= J^ ί
y^ J

(1.5)

Here V = — VJj, y? = ((y9+,(p~) and ̂  = (ψ+,ψ~) are grassmanian fields; P(dψ)
is the grassmanian gaussian measure of covariance

J P(dψ)ψ-aψ+iΰ, = δ(ω - ω')g{x - y, ω)

— o\ω — to ) i . - ^ — [e -f- e J i-i.o;

and JV* is a normalization constant.
Equation (1.6) needs some remarks. If we wrote simply

dkodk e~ίkx

I (2π)2 -i

we would not have a well defined expression in (£, x) — (0,0). The necessity of
introducing the factor

is due to the definition of the interaction term in the Hamiltonian model (in particular
to the ordering of the field operators appearing in Vo), as it can be easily seen if we
reason in the following way.

We introduce the notation, as in [BG],

g+{x -y,xo-yo,ω) = (Φs^aΦtvo^) >

g_(x -y,x0- 2/o> ̂  = (Ψ£χo,aΨivo,ΰ)'

(where (•) is the average of on the ground state at zero temperature) so that we have

g(x,t,ω) = g+(x,t,ω) if £ > 0 ,

= -g_(-x,-t,ω) if ί < 0 ,
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which (as it is straightforward to check) satisfies the relationship

g_(-x,ω) = -g+(x,ω).

Then the Hamiltonian model described in [BGM] requires

0(x,O,αJ)= ^[g+(x,0+,ω) + g_(x,0-,ω)] (1.7)

since the case t = 0 can only arise in the anomalous graphs (cf. [BG] for an analogous
discussion as far as the model with quadratic dispersion is concerned) in which a
contraction occurs between lines emerging from points with the same time index.
Disregarding sets of times of measure zero, such contractions can only be obtained by
pairing lines representing operators ψ+, ψ~ in the same Vo in the perturbative series;
therefore, if we take in account the parity properties of the interaction potential (1.3),
we deduce easily (1.7).

From (1.6), (1.7) we have then

^ ( L 8 )

\ + ιωxj

where P denotes the operation of taking the principal value of the integral with respect
to the space variable x.

The interest in the effective potential (1.5) is due to the fact that it is simply related
to the Schwinger functions, [Gl, G2].

In order to give a meaning to (1.6), one has to introduce an ultraviolet (UV) and
an infrared (IR) cutoff, and then study what happens when the cutoffs are removed.

Let us discuss now the right choice of the cutoffs. In order to achieve the program
presented in the introduction one has to put the UV cutoffs on the space and on the
time components in an asymmetric way. In fact if we want to relate the perturbative
approach with the results of the exact solution we have to take in account the fact
that the exact solution does not have any UV time cutoff.

One possible regularization that preserves this feature of the exact solution is
therefore the following one.

We write
g(x, ω) = glR(x, ω) + gm(x, ω), (1.9)

where

. (1.11)

We decompose gυw as

gυw(x,ω) = lim > g^\x,ω), (1.12)
iV—>oo

n=0

where, if n > iV,

in), -x f dkndk e

J (2τr)2 -zfe
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and, if n < N
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9N (Xiώ) — / 2 - ^p
J vzπ; —ιk0 + α A:

/

dfcodfc e - * ^

(2π) 2 _ ^ -i- cJH- ωk

Here 7 is a real number such that 7 — 1 is strictly positive.
The covariances defined above have the following properties:

i) if n > N

/
R2

dxg%\x,ω) = 0,

ii) if n < N

R2

iii) for the covariance g^n\ we have

7

/
dae (t - z

with x2 = x2 + ί2, and therefore we can write

ί dxg(n\x,ω) = 0,

and, due to its symmetry in £ and x,

dxginXx,ω)g{rnXx,ω) = 0, Vn,m,j
R2

(1.14)

(1.15)

(1.16)

(1.17)

which is the more striking and remarkable peculiarity of the model.

In (1.13H1.16) we can set ξ = (po/2)(l + 7

2 Γ 1 / 2 , ξ=P0/2> G^i
G2 = (5po/27r)(74 - 1), and Go = ( 7

2 - l)(po/τr) = G l β

If we define PlR(dψ), Pυv{dψ) as the measures of covariance, respectively,
g1R(x, ω), gm(x, ω) and

= ~Jίr J (1.18)
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we have

eKffM = ί
( L 1 9 )

The (1.19) is the expression we have to consider if we want to resolve the infrared
problem; this is what is done in [BGM] under the hypothesis that it is possible to give
a meaning to (1.18). In order to do this, we introduce the UV cutoff, by replacing
(1.12) with

M

\ , < 2 ) > M » N, (1.20)

so that

and

gυw (x, ω) = lim lim g(^M\x,ω)

lim Jim I o g - ^ / i ^ M ) ( # ) e V ( <^>, (1.21)

where P^M\dφ) is the measure of covariance (1.20).

We want to prove the following fundamental result:

Theorem 1.1. The effective potential defined in (1.21) can be written in the following
form:

VΦ\φ) = Σ [ dXl • • • dx2nV(Xχ *2 J ^ < < ^ n + , Ψϊ2n • .
n J

where the kernels V(x1 ... x2n) have the following property:

V(Ax,...,Aq)

= dxx / dx2...dxq / dxq+ι .. .dx2nV(xι...x2n)

Δ

m=0

i.e. the integrals V(Δι, . . . , Δq) are analytical in λ and have an exponential decay on

scale PQ1 .In (1.22) Co and AC are suitable constants and d(^)(Δι, . . . , Δq) is the sum of
the lengths of the bonds on the shortest tree that connects all the squares Δι, . . . , Δq

of size η~k and 7 > 1.

Instead of proving directly this result, we start by proving a complementary result:
the analyticity and the exponential decay of V^\ψ) defined by

= lim log -jlfjr (P^N\dψ)ev^\ (1.23)

N

where P^-N\dψ) is the measure with covariance g(-N\x,ω) = ^ g^ix^ώ). At
n=0

the end of Sect. 5 we will discuss the modifications that we have to bring in our proof

in order to study the true effective potential with covariance g^ \x,ω).
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Let us remark here, however, that is quite clear that the study of the (1.23) is
the difficult problem: as it is easy to see from (1.13) and (1.14), the covariances
gffi and gffl have better scale properties in the ultraviolet region, with respect to
the covariance # ( n ) . It will be clear in a moment that the divergences of the theory
disappear when one consideres the contribution to the effective potential (1.21) due
to the covariances gffi and g%\

2. The Ultraviolet Problem: Standard Scaling Estimates

In this section we will study the effective potential (1.23) and we will prove that,
except for a class of terms, the results of Theorem 1.1 hold. This is a standard task
(see for example [GK]), and we write it in some detail just to introduce the notations
and to clarify the strategy we shall follow in the next sections, where the proof of the
estimate improvement for the terms of V^°\φ) which, in the naive analysis-xrf this
section, have divergent bounds will be presented.

In analogy to V®\φ), we can define, on scale k = 0,1,2, . . . , N - 1,

(2.1)

where eΫ W> ~ ) is obtained from (1.1), (1.2) by the substitution φ —> φ(-N) so
that g —> glR + g^-N\ and P^n\dφ) is the measure of covariance g^n\x,ω).

We note that λ(x - y)g^N\x - y) = δ(x0 - yo)υ(x - y)g^N)(0, x-y).
In order to give explicitly the structure of the effective potential we use now the

tree graph technique, with which we must assume the reader is familiar (see [Gl,
GN] for the technique; see also [BGPS] for a similar construction). A generic term
of the effective potential of order n [see (2.1)] can be written as follows:

Σ
Ί\k{Ί)=k {hv} {PVQ}

σ(7)=π

where:
oo

i) the effective potential on scale k is Vik\φ^k)) = £ V{k)(n, φ^k));
π=l

ii) Σ i s m e s u m o n aM m e t r e e s 7 °f order σ(j) = n (i.e. with n end points) and
7

root's frequency k(η) = k\ e.g.:
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iii) to each end point we associate a graph element among the following ones

where

if we define

x y
=λ(x-y)

x y
(henceforth we will drop the label ω foir it turns out to be inessential to our treatment;
this means that, in all the following estimates, we always have to sum over the channel
indices cD's, and, to a given perturbative order n, the summation yields an extra factor
C n , with C — 4) so that, if n2[n4] is the number of end points associated with a two
[four] leg graph element, we have the obvious constraint n2-\-nΔe~ n. We assign a
label i = 1, . . . , n 7 = 2n2 + 4n4 to each field, to distinguish them;

iv) x = }ΐ=ι and dx =

v) J ] is the sum on all the ways to put the frequencies hv on the tree 7, increasing
{hv}

along with the tree ordering;
vi) PVQ is a subset of / = {1, . . . , n 7 } and ^ is the sum on all such subsets;

vii) : φ(-k)(PVQ): = : Π [φ{-k)σt (^)] : , where zi e x is the coordinate of the field
^GPυ o

whose label is i, and σϊ = ±.
The explicit expression of the kernel 1 (̂7, {/λυ}, PVQ->x) is given by

(2.3)

where:
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i) sv is the number of subtrees 7 ^ directly connected to the vertex v\

ii) Pv. is a subset of the set Iv. of the n (V) fields at the end of 7 ^ ;

iii) vλ1 . . . , vSv are the vertices on higher frequencies directly connected with v\

iv) between the sets {Pυ } ^ , {QψY3

v

=ι, Pv, the following inclusion relations are

imposed:

Pυc\jQV, ^ c P y PvoΠlυcPυ;
j=i

v) when υ is such that, for some j = 1, . . . , sv, v3is an end point of the tree, then
the sum on Pυ has only one addend, i.e. Pυ = Iυ = the set of fields appearing in
the corresponding graph element;

vi) we have labeled, for simplicity, the points {x^J^Li so that the first n 4 pairs
are of λ-type, and the last n2 pairs are of λ^-^-type;
vii) &(<h) is the expectation value (simple expectation) with respect to the measure

viii) &y^ is the truncated expectation on scale h, as it is defined in [Gl].
In the derivation of the (2.3) we used the following properties of the Wick product.

Because of the independence of the fields on different scale, we can write

Σ ): :φ(h)(P\Q): , (2.4)
QCP

where π is a parity which depends on the ordering of the fields with respect to the
original ordering, and which we write explicitly neither here nor later, in analogous
situations [see, e.g., (2.8)], for it turns to be inessential.

Moreover

(-ir-.ψ(P):^ίf[ -.φiQjXPΠQj)-], (2.5)

where &(•) is the expecation value of with respect to the measure defined by the
Wick ordering.

We want to show now that, defining

V(n,Ί,Pυo) = J dx

we shall have, Vn,7, PVQ,

dx' (2.6)

o - ' Δ p ^ . (2.7)

In (2.6) we have
n n

i) x' = x\x\, dx' = Π dxi Π dy^

") {Xi}tJ = {Xi)iJ \X1>
iii) ξ is to be fixed later [see (2.20)];
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iv) d(j^{Pυ ) is constructed in the following way: let us call μ the shortest tree that
connects all the points labeled by PVQ (note that 7 and μ are trees with a very different

meaning!), and let us call Λ(1), . . . , λ ^ ^ o ' " ^ the bonds of μ; let us call moreover
\^\ i = 0 ,1, the two components of λ ( j ) , so that λ ω = (λ{j°, λ^ } ) , being the first
one the time component and the second one the space component; then

io

= Σ (2.8)

v) ΔYl . . . , Δ\Pυ i are square subsets of R2 of side 7 k (not necessarily all distinct)

which are contained in a pavement of R2;
vi) d(k)(Δι, . . . , A p 1) is the minimum of d(k)(P ) defined by (2.8) on the domain

vo
of definition of the variables of the fields in PVQ.

All the rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of the bound (2.7). We want to
stress that the (2.7) is one possible way to formulate the properties of V f̂f that are
assumed in [BGM].

In order to prove the bound (2.7) we shall use the following fundamental results for
the fermionic simple expectations and truncated expectations (see [GK, LL]; see also
Appendix A4 for the generalization of the proof to the case with the Wick ordering)

(2.9)

(2.10)

<7 ' C{

°«h) Π ^<h\p3y.)

with C2> C\, and

<Ί'
I
C3

J ι,..-,Ps) (2.11)

where dμ(h) is constructed in the following way: let μ be a tree graph between the
clusters of points labeled by P{, . . . , Ps such that the clusters are joined in a connected
way and let Σ be the sum of such trees; let λ ( 1 ), . . . , λ ( s - 1 ) be the bonds of the tree;

μ

let us write λ ω = (X(

0

J\ \\j)); then

s - l

(2.12)

In order to avoid convergence problems due to the V2 term of the interaction we
need some preliminary rewriting of the simple and truncated expectations. We recall
that, once we have fixed the sets

\\P \Sυ ίO^\Sv \ (2 13)

which we will sum over in a latter time, to each end point of type V2 there correspond
two fields. Each non-external field will be contracted on a fixed scale, say hv if the
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field is contained in the set
sy

I I p \n{j)

3 = 1

or in the set

j=i

Then, if ψy* is the field which will be contracted on the lowest scale, we can write

1

o

and therefore we can rewrite the expectation whose argument contains the field ψy*
as sum over two terms.

Now, Vi = n 4 + 1, . . . , n, we decompose

xτ - yt) = (λg^N)) (0, xτ - yt)

= (λg^h)) (0, f. - yτ) + ( λ ^ 1 ' ^ ) (0, f, - ^ ) , (2.15)

where /ι is the frequency associated to the vertex to which the considered point is
connected directly (it is h > hv), and we have defined

771

g(n'm\x,ω) = J2g(n\x,ω). (2.16)
k=n

So, for each end point of type V2 we have two contributions, corresponding to the
two terms of the decomposition (2.15), and we want to study them separately.

If we write the expression (2.3), and use the decomposition (2.15) and the bounds
(2.10), (2.11), we have

.Π Σ Σ
V>V0 PV{...PVsv Q<J)...Q(fu) V>V0

n

x Π

x Y[ \X(Xj-y3)\— Σ e-ZdMv*Pvi> ' >Pυ*v\ (2.17)

3=1 Sv' μ

where Co = max{C2,C3}. If we want to obtain now the bound (2.7) we have to
integrate the expression (2.17). It is evident that only the last three lines of (2.17)
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depend on x; therefore we must evaluate the following expression:

n4
1

P

n

Π
1=714 + 1

+ ( λ ^ + 1 ' Λ Γ ) ) ( O , f i - y ί ) | . (2.18)

The estimate of (2.18) is standard, [Gl], but we have to treat carefully the terms
due to the decomposition (2.15).

If we treat them separately, it is straightforward to realize that, each time we have
a term Xg^h+ι'N\ the decomposition of the expectation implied by (2.14) gives two
contributions: the first one is vanishing for parity reasons, the second one gives a
factor

Cη-h

Ί

hv < C (2.19)

because hv < h. The factor λgIR is integrable and gives a constant which can be
lumped together with (2.19). Each time we have a factor \g(-h) we obtain a factor h
so that we can conclude that (2.18) can be bounded by

V>VQ

d2(v)=0

where ξ = min{<f,p0}, and where, given a vertex υ, we define m(υ) the number of
vertices we can meet moving forward along one direction from the considered vertex
υ up to some end point, and we set dx(y) — max{m(v)} and d2(v) = min{m(f)}. We
call dγ(v) the degree of the vertex υ.

Then we have

{hv} υ>v0

d2(v)=0

IΊ Σ Σ 7 Y ( ^ | P " ί H Λ ' l ) 7 - 2 f c (β -1). (2.21)
υ>υ0 PVι...PVsυ Qθ)...Q(fv)

We shall use now the following identities

- \ (U h \ (Δ.ΎΊ -U 9 n IP h
/ j --v\ / y i- υn i i- v\ I ~ / j \nv ίlυf) \^'L4,v * Δn2,v \Γv\'' <* \ ' -* J j ' ^ ' '

V>VQ \ j / V>VQ

Σ
(2.23)

Σ hvn2,v = Σ ( h v - hv')n2sV + kn2 , (2.24)
V>VQ V>VQ

d2(v)=0
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and the fact that

h < Cηεh V/i

for ε > 0 and C — (eεlog7)~1. So we have, redefining the constant W,

Π Σ Σ • , — - • " , (2.25)
{hυ} v>v0 lPVι...PVsv QV\..Q(?V) )

where
ry — I p I _i_ 2ΊΊ (\ — f) — 4 (2 26")

If it was α υ > 0 always, it would be sufficient to prove that no factorials arise
from the multiple sums in (2.25). Note that in the estimate of such sums we can

l i p I

extract from the exponential in (2.25) a factor 7 2 v , since we have

Y[ Ί~~^{hv~hv/) = 7 v^vo
v>v0

where each sum starts from 1 because hυ > hyl + 1. Therefore the bound that we
have to prove is the following one:

Π ί Σ Σ 7-^1 <Q. (2.27)
v^v0 K pVl...JrJ

Vsv Q\j)...Q)fv) '

As a matter of fact, aυ is not always strictly positive, but, as we shall see later, it
is possible, with a more careful estimate, to replace aυ with a new factor a'υ which
is strictly positive for every Pv,

α v - > α ; > 0 . (2.28)

Therefore we have two results to prove in order to have the bound (2.7): 1) to
show that the substitution (2.28) is possible; 2) to verify the bound (2.27).

To the first problem the following sections are devoted; the proof of (2.27) can be
found in Appendix Al, and is based on a similar proof in [CNPS].

If we look now at (2.26), we see that aυ > 0 except in the following cases:

ii) \Pυ = 2, n^l = 1 => av = - 2ε < 0,

We claim that a more careful study enables us to write an expression like (2.25)
with the substitution (2.28), where a'v is defined by

so that the three above cases give:

ii) |PJ = 2, n^l = 1 => cl > (2 - η) > 0,
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in) \Pυ\ = 2, n 2 ? . - 0 =» a'υ > (1 - η) > 0,

where 77 = m a x ^ , 7/2 + 2ε, η3} is sufficiently small.
The proof of (2.28), (2.29) is a rather cumbersome treatment, that we divide into

two parts: in Sect. 3 we consider what happens when we try to define the effective
potential on scale N - 1, starting with a cutoff on scale N; this first case contains the
basic features of the general one but it is a little bit simpler. In Sect. 4 we generalize
the results to the case of an effective potential on a scale k < N, arbitrary.

3. Renormalization Group: The First Step

If we restrict ourselves to study the effective potential on scale k = N — 1, we have
only trees of the form

1

whose corresponding graphs can be symbolically represented by

if \pv I = 2s is the number of external legs. In such a situation the kernel (2.3) is
reduced to a single term (for υ = υ0). Henceforth we shall use the following graphic
representation for the single expectations and truncated expectations:

so that the four and two external leg contributions to the effective potential in (2.3)
can be thought to have the following structure:

The superficial bounds of Sect. 2 imply a factor av equal, respectively, to 0 and
2 [or —2ε]. We want to improve the estimate, by using the formula, [LL], that will

be given now.
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Theorem 3.1. If we have k clusters 1, . . . , k with 1 = xx U yx, then we have, for the
truncated expecations on an arbitrary scale h,

and if we consider the Wick ordering, (3.1) holds still with the constraint that in the
truncated expectation at the above second line ψ(x{) and ψ(yι) cannot be directly
connected. Note that the sum on Kv K2 is bounded by Ck.

Now we apply the result (3.1) to the three cases discussed at the end of Sect. 2.
We organize the discussion as follows.

Let us start showing that the bound of the terms with \P \ = 2 can be improved
in the following way:

GηN -> CN2 < Cj2ε°N (3.2)

with ε0 <$: 1 and the constant C depending on n at most as CQ. We sketch briefly
how the above bound is obtained. The idea is to use the topological properties of the
graphs; because of cancellations due to the oddness of the covariance, we can write,
provided there is at least one graph element of type Vj (see the beginning of Sect. 2),
the following decomposition

(3.3)

(b)

where, in the contribution (a) at least one line among lvl2^l3

 m u s t be on scale N
(hard line), and the others can be indifferently on scale N or on scale < N (soft
lines) and shall be denoted g. In the following, for the sake of brevity, we shall avoid
repeating the (evident) conditions for the "hard connectedness" of the graphs, due to
the definition of the W^.

Now we use, in order to assure the connection of the graph, a line g instead of a
line λ, and we replace a contribution

I H I i N l o o ^ ^ (3-4)

with a contribution

V*! - t2 , (3.5)
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where the factor N appears when the line g is soft, and the Z^-norm is evaluated on
g(h) and then summed on h = 0, . . . , TV. In order to obtain this second estimate, the
integration over a variable t%,% £ {1,2}, appearing in (3.5) must be performed using
the decay of another line.

Let us show how this argument goes into the term (a) of (3.3) where we suppose
that the line l3 is hard (otherwise the discussion is identical, up to a relabeling of the
integration variables); we have

/ dyxdw2dw3dwAdzglχ{xx - w4)λ(xx - yx)gh(yx - w2)gh(yx - w3)

— z, w4 — z)

/

\9ι

x / d(yx - w2) \
2 , y x - w2)\ I d{tx - t3) \

where

/

r r

dxι / dx2 /

λn~ιC

if n is the total number of clusters inside the graph, so that we obtain (3.2). In a
similar way we treat the case (b) of (3.3); here we have two distinct connected sets,
but to avoid the vanishing of the graph there must be a soft line connecting the two
sets, and therefore we can integrate on this line instead of the ondulated line drawn in
the figure. The number of ways to choose such a line is bounded by C n , so that we
have no combinatorial problem. In fact, if we call Iγ, I2 the clusters of soft semilines
coming out from the two considered sets, and Px C Ix the subcluster of lines in Ix

which are not connected to each other, and P2 C I2 the analogous subcluster of lines
in /2, a line </<iV) will connect a point wx £ P{ with a point w2 G P2 in such a way
that one has for the simple expectations

P2CI2

where

]Γ g
(<N wx - w2)^(<N)(:Px\wx: :P2\w2:),

and we can see then that the total number of choices is bounded by

Pl>P2

( 3 6 )

Now, as in the previous case, we can replace a contribution
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with a contribution

\X<XN

so that (3.2) follows. Q.E.D.

This is tantamount to replace, in (2.3), the expression ^ < i V ) C )<^(N)( •) with a

new expression, say A{...), such that, if we introduce (2.3) so modified in (2.6), we
obtain (2.25), with the following substitution

<x,

With this result we treat now the case \Pυ \ =4. We write here the complete
decomposition of the expectations in this case, which is obtained by applying
iteratively Theorem 3.1

(a) (b)

(1)
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where all the contributions but (a), can be bounded, using the argument discussed
above [see (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6)], by

CN2

Ί~
N < (3.8)

We do not present the detailed analysis of these bounds, for, once the discussion
after (3.2) is understood, it's very easy to obtain (3.8). For the same reason, in the
following part of the section we shall give only the results, as far as bounds of
classes of graphs are concerned. We will omit also the estimates of the combinatorial
coefficients produced by the decomposition, for they are analogous to the ones found
in (3.6) and (3.1).

If we represent all the contributions which admit a bound

by the following symbol

£,

\

(3.9)

(the number of such contributions is bounded by Cn, if n is the number of end points
of the tree 7), then we have

(3.10)

This is tantamount to write, in (2.3), the expression

T

m = A + B ,

as follows:

where A is the sum on a number of contributions a which is bounded by < C n , and
each contribution a admits the bound (2.25) with the substitution

B must still be improved. It is shown in Appendix A2 that, like A, B too admits a
factor a! strictly positive

The reason for the improvement seats in the symmetry property (1.17) of the
covariance. Therefore for the case \PV | = 4 the proof is complete.

Now we proceed analogously for the case \P \ = 2, using the results so far
obtained. We have the following decomposition
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(a) (b)

(c)

(f)

(3.11)

(g) (h)

(0

(k) (1)

(m) (n)
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and only the first terms (a) and (b) in the above decomposition are not bounded by
CN5/y~N and need a bound improvement.

Therefore, in analogy to the case \P \ = 4, we can write now

(3.12)

This is tantamount to write

where C is the sum on a number of terms c bounded by < C n , and every term admits
the bound (2.25) with the substitution

<o = avo+2(2-ε2)δlPυoi2, (3.13)

where ε2 = ε0 + ε3, if ε0 is given in (3.8) and ε3 is defined by

CN5η~N < C 7 - 7 V ( 1 - £ 3 )

so that we can set ε3 = 5ε0 => ε2 = 6ε0. By reasoning analogous to the case \P \ = 4
and using again crucially the relation (1.17), we show in Appendix A2 how to obtain
an improved bound of the terms D and E, with the factor a! given by

(3.14)

so that the proof is complete also for the case \P | = 2.
• VQ\

We can now state the following result.

Theorem 3.2. When we define the effective potential on scale N — 1, if N is the UV
cutoff, we find the following bound:

(3.15)

where h0 = N and k = N — 1 a'VQ is given by

«ol A 2 , Ή 0 , - 4ε0)]

if δ
G v ^

- 2ε 0)]

to 1 if G — &% and is 0 otherwise, with i = 2,4,

(3.16)

3* = ywv^)vw^
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So we can deduce that (2.29) holds with

η2 = 2ε0 , = 4ε 0 , = 0 ,

where η2, % are sufficiently small, for ε0 sufficiently small. For deflniteness we can
choose η2, % < 1/2.

We would want to outline that, if we consider again trees as in Fig. 3.1, where k
is not set equal to iV — 1, but is arbitrary, then we have h0 G {k + 1, . . . , N — 1, N};
nevertheless, in this case too, the bound (3.15) still holds, as it can be argued by
decomposing the expectations whose arguments contain any field coming out of graph
elements of type V2i according to the prescription given in the middle of Sect. 2.

Note that the relation (3.15) has a convergent dependence from ho — k and therefore
one can try to obtain similar results in the case of the generic k < N and of the generic
tree. This will be the argument of the next section.

4. Renormalization Group: The General Step

Now, we consider an arbitrary tree

to which there corresponds a class Gv of graphs whose contribution is given by

V>VQ

Here we suppose to have fixed the sets

sj
(4.1)

(4-2)

in order to compute (4.1) which, in the end, must be multiplied by a factor

j=\ i=n4+l

and then integrated. Here and henceforth we don't write explicitly the arguments of
the functions and expectation values which we deal with.

We begin by giving some results about the topological structure of the classes of
graphs corresponding to (4.2). We have the following fundamental:

Lemma 4.1. Given a vertex υ with | P j | = 2,4, it is possible to decompose

^ < U )^L( ) = ̂ ( - ), (4.3)
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where Eh is the sum of a number of terms bounded by CSv, such that the estimate
(2.25) can be replaced with the following one:

{hv} v>v0

where βυ = 2[ρc + σv] and

Σ

1, , A

v-> -Uav+βv)(hv-h,)Σ Σ

δ\P,-A,2(] ~δ\.

7

υ>v

v>υ
>- π J\PVJ\A'

υ [, (4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

Note that ρv satisfies the inequalities ρv < ρυ,, and ρυ > (1 - εo)Vw such that

\Pυ\ = 2 .

This lemma implies that, for the vertices with \Pυ\ = 2, we have an a'v > — ε0

[compare with (2.28)] and that, when for some Pv such that Pv Π Pv φ- 0 we have

\PV\ > 4, then, for both cases \Pυ\ = 2 and | P J = 4, we can write o^ > 0. In
both cases the improved bounds are due to the topological structure of the truncated
expectations, and not to the symmetry properties of the propagators.

The proof of Lemma 4.1 can be found in Appendix A3. We want to show now,
using the results and the ideas of Sect. 3, that actually also for the case \PV \ < 4 VPυ.

such that Pυ. Π Pυ φ 0 it is possible to write an improved bound analogous to (4.4).

The following discussion will be divided into three parts: in the first one we give
an algorithm aiming to rewrite the terms in (4.1) corresponding to the vertices of
degree zero (see the definition of degree of a vertex in Sect. 2) in a more suitable
way, just like in Sect. 3. In the second one we state a prescription how to treat the
vertices of degree one. Lastly, in the third one we show that in this way the bounds
of Sect. 2 can be improved on each scale, so that we can define a factor (2.29) which
is strictly positive for each value of \Pυ\.

Let us start with the vertices υ with d{(υ) = 0. For each vertex υ there corresponds
a cluster Pv and a class of graphs Gv with \PV\ external legs. The sets (4.2) being
fixed, we know which points the external legs of GVQ come out of: such points are
associated to variables (£,x) which must be integrated in squares Z\l5 . . . , Z\|P ι of
side ry~k.

Then, \/υ, dx{υ) — 0, we study the term

υ I

(4.7)

and we decompose it in the following way:

i) if \Pυ

ii) if \Pυ

> 6 => ̂ hv){ - )< (̂h?,)( •) r e m a m s unchanged;
= 4 <̂> we have the graphic representation

(4.8)

(a) (b)
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where the contribution (b) is called 3ζ, and is meant as

V\ΛΛ,<^

if sυ = 2;
iii) if \Pυ\ — 2 => we have the graphic representation

\ _ _ _ ^ Vis^ώy

(4.9)

(a) (b)

where the contribution (b) is called Sξ, and is meant as

if sυ = 2.
In (4.8), (4.9) the decomposition starts from the point which is chosen according

to the following prescription:
i) as far as (4.9) is concerned, only a point can be found in a square A\ in such a

case we choose the other point; if no point is contained in a square, we choose the
one which the leg contracted on the lower frequency comes out of;
ii) as far as (4.8) is concerned, we take the point (not contained in a square A) which
the leg contracted on the lowest scale comes out of.

Therefore we have to study (4.1) where the factors corresponding to the vertices
with \PV\ — 2,4 are rewritten according to the decomposition (4.3), the classes
of graphs corresponding to vertices v such that = \Pυ\ < 4 and dx{v) = 0 are
decomposed like in (4.8), (4.9), and the end points of type V2 are treated as it is
explained in Sect. 2.

Now we pass to the second part of the section; we consider the vertices υ such
that dx(v) = 1. For every vertex υ we have a cluster Pv9 and a sequence of clusters
Pυχ, . . . , Pυ contained in Pv which must be connected to each other via hard lines
g{hv) a n c j soft «h)

If \PVj I > 6 for some j £ {1, . . . , s j , such that Pυ. Π Pυ φ 0 and \Pυ\ = 2,4,

we have the decomposition of Lemma 4.1 which guanrantees a convergence factor
h

If \pv \ = 2,4 for each j e {1, . . . , sυ}, such that Pv Π Pv

distinguish between the following cases.
1) If for some j <G {1, . . . , sυ}, such that Pv Π Pυ φ 0 we have

0, then we
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then we choose the point contained in the set

sv

U p» (4.10)

sΏj=l

which the external leg contracted on the lowest scale comes out of, and we decompose

\

(4.11)

(a) (b)

where (a) admits a superficial bound with an extra factor 7 hv, and (b) has a loop
g2 on scale hυ.
2) If Vυ such that Pv Π Pv φ 0, we have

we study all the terms (4.8), (4.9) of the form (b). If \P | = 4, G is of the form

(4.12)

where 1 is the point which the external leg contracted on the lowest scale comes out
of. The case 1 <G Δλ, 2 6 Δ2 will be discussed later.

Let us first suppose that the two legs coming out of xx are hard lines contracted
on the same scale hv.

We write

(4-13)

where t{- =ti— tj9 and σx = ±, so that we have, for the truncated expectation on
scale hy,

+

•••r.ψ(hv)(Pv\Q(vv)):)\t+h+attl2] (4.14)

and an analogous expression can be written for the other field ψ, so that, in the end,
we have (in a symbolic form)

, + ̂ L u (4 1 5)
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where there are: i) one term of order zero; ii) two terms of the first order; iii) one
term of the second order. They add to the superficial bound of the graphs an extra
factor, respectively: i) 1; ii) ̂ ~{hvj~hy)^ m") ̂ - 2 ( ^ - V ) Moreover one decomposes

= v(x2 - xx

1

- x2), (4.16)

where the second term allows a gain ~ vi and the first one is such that the
contribution with <§^ ̂  in (4.15) gives zero (we have a loop integrated over all

R2).
If we take in account the exponential decay too, in (4.15) the first order terms, up

to a factor t 1 2 , admit the same bound of S^v)(- •) with the following fundamental
differences: they have an extra factor ηhy and a distance (2.12), where Px contains
the point (t2 + α ί 1 2 , x x ) instead of (tι,xι). Obviously it turns to be

u ^ ..., PVsy)

> dμihv)(lPVι\(tι,Xι)] U (t2,$0,PV2, , PVsv) - ctΊhytl2 , (4.17)

where a G [0,1]. In (4.16), the second term, up to a factor yx — x{, admits the same
bound of v, with the following difference. Instead of

-\χ\-y\\

one has

where, obviously

- x2)\ > \x{ - S2\ - a\yλ - x2\. (4.18)

~ h v iThe factor tl2 in (4.13) can be used now to improve by η~hvi the contribution
to the bound arising from the integration on that variable. In fact we have an extra
exponential whose argument is aηhy | t 1 2 | , so that we can obtain both the improvement
of the dimensional bound and the exponential decay (say with a coefficient ξQ/2
instead of ξ/2 where ξ0 < ξ).

If one or both legs coming out of xx are soft, but they are contracted on the same
scale, one has a similar bound, where one writes the simple expectation too via the
interpolation formula.

On the contrary, if the lines coming out of x{ are contracted on different scales we
repeat the above construction, but we need some more decomposition of the simple
and truncated expectations. The situation is the following one

where hv < hv < hυ. In every possible case, it is possible to decompose

&£ )%\hv )
 m s u c n a w a y t 0 °btain a gain η~hyΊ, by integrating the line coming
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out of xx which is contracted on scale hv, instead of a potential line (this will
be always possible, since the two lines coming out of xx cannot form a loop, being
contracted on different scales). Therefore we have yet an expression like (4.15), where
the four terms admit an improved superficial bound, respectively: i) 1; ii) ^ h h^
iii) 7 - ( S - ^ 2 } ; iv) 7 - < H - / ι V 7 - ( S - ^ 2 ) , all multiplied by a factor

We are left with the case in which the two points 1, 2 in (4.12) are in squares Δ1,
Δ2. In such a case Gv is like in (4.12), with xx e Ax, 2 £ Z\2, where there is at
least one point among 1 and 2 (we call it 1), which an external leg of Gυ comes out
of towards some other subcluster inside Gv . If there are two such lines, we choose
as 1 the point which the leg contracted on the lower scale comes out of. Then let us
decompose the field associated to 1 as follows:

Ί~
hy2

and let us treat the above two contributions separately. As to the first one it is obvious
that it is possible to obtain the same bound of Appendix A3,

where we can write
— ^i.hv-~k) T-r —~{hy — hvf)

η 2 3 — 7 2 v/ (4.20)

which guarantee a gain on each scale. As to the second one, the superficial bound
gives the convergence factor j ~ υo ηhy, where hv is the frequency at which the leg
we have chosen is contracted.

If \Pυ\ = 2 and G is of the form

GVj = —* f— (4.21)

where 1 is the point which the external leg contracted on the lowest scale comes out
of, we distinguish between the cases: i) gλ hard, and ii) gx soft. If, in (4.21), gx is
hard, we write

and rewrite the simple or truncated expectation in whose argument the field (4.22)
appears as we have done in the case \Pυ\ = 4 , and obtain two expressions admitting,
up to the factors tι2 and (xx — x2), the same bound we had before, multiplied by a
factor ηhγ (which will be won by a convergence factor η~hvo) and with a distance
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modified as it happened in the above case. We use the fact that (4.22) corresponds to
the graph decomposition

(4.23)j i +Y_j
(a)

where (a), integrated, vanishes, while (b) admits a bound improved by a factor
^-(hVj-hv)^ j ^ .^ 4̂ 2i)5 the line gx is soft, we have the following decomposition

(4.24)

where at least one line in the loop g2 is hard, for the graph must be connected. If 1
is the point which the external leg of Gυ contracted on the lowest scale comes out
of, we write

1

r
2i%i - £2) + / da[dtgλ(t,x{ - ^It

j

( 4 2 5 )

and

1

υ(xx - 2/i) = υ(xλ - f3) + / <

o

so that the loop ^ 2 becomes free, provided that

1

(x3 - yx) (4.26)

J
(4-27)

which gives therefore either vanishing contributions or contributions with a gain at
least given by

-(hVj-hy) ^

Now we can begin the third part of the section, by considering the vertices of
degree dx(υ) > 1. V vertex υ we have a situation like the following one

(4.28)
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where the classes of graphs G , . . . , GVs correspond to vertices of degree dλ(Vj) =

dλ{υ)- 1, where j = 1, . . . , sv.
In the second part of this section we have shown that, for every cluster corre-

sponding to vertices of degree zero, it is possible, each time we have a number of
external legs less or equal to four, to gain a convergence factor η~hv or η-(K-hv)^
where V is a vertex to which there corresponds a cluster Pv containing the cluster
Pv. Otherwise, each time we have a cluster corresponding to any vertex of degree
zero which more than four external legs come out of, we can arrange the structure
of the graphs so that it is still possible to obtain a suitable convergence factor. Since
the connection is realized on every scale, we have at least a gain equal to the scale
difference ηhv~hvf for each scale until we reach the first non-trivial vertex v0.

We can easily see this property if we reason as follows. Let us consider an
arbitrary vertex υ > υ0 and let us suppose \Pυ\ = 2,4 so that we need a bound
improvement; either there is a vertex ϋ > v such that, for some j = 1, . . . , sϋ

satisfying Pϋ. Π Pϋ φ 0, it is \Pϋ | > 6, so that we obtain a convergence factor j ~ h ϋ ;

or we can move along the tree until we reach the vertices of degree zero. Then we
consider all the clusters {ϋ:Pϋ Π Pv φ 0}, which must have two or four external
legs (otherwise we find again the previous case); if Gϋ is of the form (a) of (4.8),
(4.9), we obtain a factor j~hv; otherwise, if Gϋ is of the form (b) we gain at worst
ry-(hϋ-hv)^ w j i e r e y i s a vertex whose frequency is lower than hϋ. But, in order to
assure the connection of the graph G on each scale, at least one of the legs coming
out of the collection of graphs corresponding to the vertices {#}, must be contracted
on a scale h < hυ, so that there exists a vertex V corresponding to such a frequency,
i.e. hv = h. Therefore we can conclude that in the worst possible case we have at
least a gain ^hv-hv/)m

Nevertheless, in the above construction, it can happen that we gain only on the
scale differences, so that, since we use only lines on scale h > h0, in the end we have
obtained no gain on the scale difference h0 - k. In order to avoid such a problem, if
\Pυ I = 4 or | P I = 2, we give a final decomposition rule, to be applied if we have
not obtained any gain on the scale h0.
1) If \pvj =4=> we write

\

(b)

(4.29)

where (b) indicates a sum of contributions admitting a good superficial bound, while
(a) can be written as follows (under the hypothesis we have obtained no gain on the
scale hQ the above case is the only possible one requiring a bound improvement)

/ dxγdtγ I dxidti I dXjdtj I dx2dt2

Δi RxR RxR Δ9

xA(li)g2

hQ(ij)B(j2) (4.30)
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where the meaning of the symbols is obvious. We can rewrite (4.30)

i*tldxxdtx

RxR Δ2-j

J dxiX
xR

x A(li)g2

ho(ij)B(j2)

= / dxxdtx / dxXidtiX / dx2jdt2j

RxR

J dxl3dt0g
2

hQ(ij)

dx2jdt2j

RxR

(4.31)

Then decompose A —» A! and B —> Br as it must be done for each cluster with four
external legs following the rules stated in the first and second parts of this section
(now the points i and j are not in squares, but we can estimate the contributions A
and B as they would be in). So we compute

Δ2-2j-ιl-l

and then integrate

/ dxdtg2

ho(t,x)

J (l%
= Γ,

(dxλdtλ j dxndti{ ί dx23dt2j\A'(li)\\C'\\Bf(j2)\, (4.32)

RxR RxR

where the terms A! and B' give convergence factors until the scale ft0, and the term
C contains a convergence factor on the scale h0.
2) If \P \ =2=>wt write

(4.33)

(b)

where (b) indicates a sum of contributions admitting a good superficial bound, while
(a) can be written as follows (under the hypothesis we have obtained no gain on the
scale h0 the above case is the only possible one requiring a bound improvement)

/ dxιdtι / dxidti I dxrdtr / dxjdtJ I

Δλ RxR RxR RxR RxR

x / dx2dt2A(il, rl)g\ji)g(sr)B(2j, 2s) (4.34)

where at least one among the three lines g must be hard, in order to guarantee the
graph connection.
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We can study the contribution (b) in (4.33) by reasoning analogous to the discussion
of Appendix A4, and in the end we obtain an expression like (4.32), where we have
two terms to treat in the same way as all the other terms (so that we gain a convergence
factor on each scale h > h0) and one term which furnishes the convergence factor on
scale h0. We don't give the details, for the discussion is very similar to the previous
one.

As a consequence of what we have said along this section, we can conclude that,
in the worst possible case, we have obtained a minimal gain equal to η-(hv-h

vr) for

each scale hυ > h0, and a gain equal to 7 2 ° for the scale corresponding to the
first non-trivial vertex. This gain must to be added to the one we have obtained for
the two external leg clusters via the decomposition discussed in the proof of Lemma
4.1. Therefore we can conclude this section by stating the following:

Theorem 4.1. When we define the effective potential on an arbitrary scale k, we find
the following bound

«Σ Π ί Σ Σ
{hv} v>υ0 [pυr..PVsυ Q(l)...Q(f«)

(4.35)

where a'v is given by

if aυ is defined as in (2.21), βυ as in Lemma 4.3, and τυ has the following properties

τc + ° υ > \ (436)

so that we can deduce (2.29), where τιι^η2^rf3 are sufficiently small. For definiteness
we can choose ^ p ^ ^ β < 1/2.

This completes the discussion of the general case, and we end this section by
stressing that, since Definition (4.36), Theorem 3.2 can be considered a particular
case of Theorem 4.1 for the case k = N - 1.

Theorem 4.1 proves (2.29) and, therefore, (2.7). In the following section we discuss
briefly the modifications we have to bring to the above treatment in order to obtain
Theorem 1.1.

5. Conclusive Remarks

Until now we have considered the model described by the Hamiltonian H = Ho-\-Vo,
where Vo was the sum of the two contributions (1.1), (1.2). We should like to have
the possibility of modifying the model by adding a term of the same form of the free
Hamiltonian, say

and preserving nevertheless the results found in the previous sections. The reason of
the above request is explained in [BGM]. In the first part of this section we want to
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show that the renormalization group solution of the ultraviolet problem can be carried
exactly as we have done for the model of Sect. 1.

In fact the only difference is that, now, we have also contractions corresponding
to hard and soft lines D ( n ) and D ( < n ) , where

Din\x -y,ω) = - iωdgix - y, ω) (5.2)

or, analogously

D(n\k, ω) = ωkg(n\k, ω). (5.3)

Then it is straightforward to see that the superficial bounds are exactly the same
as before, and the only new feature sits in the presence of logarithmically divergent
graphs constructed through only vertices of type α. If these chains of vertices a are
inserted as subgraphs of more complicated graphs it is easy to see that the divergences
can be removed using the following properties of the function (5.2).
1) The integral of (5.2) over all R2 is vanishing:

ί dxD{n\x,ω) = 0 (5.4)

R2

because of the integrability of g^n\
2) If we consider a loop (g^g^) (x — y) and allow the insertion of an arbitrary
number of α-vertices, we have a property analogous to (1.17). If we denote by l(x — y)
the modified loop, we have

ίdxl(x) = 0 (5.5)

R2

as is easily obtained in the following way. If n is the total number of contractions
forming the loop I, and p = n — 2 is the number of contractions D (the other two
lines correspond to contractions g), we have, trivially

7 7

/ dxl(x) = const dβι... / dβn

R2

R2

where cx is a constant. If we recall the formula for the Hermite polynomials Hn:

oo

where the polynomial normalization is that the integral of H^(x) with weight
exp(—x2) is 2~nn\ (Wick rule), then we have immediately, for the orthonormality
of the Hermite polynomials, that (5.6) is identically vanishing, which is property we
wanted.
3) Eventually, the covariance (5.3) is exponentially decreasing at infinity and is
bounded everywhere:

\D(n\x,ω)\<Ί

2nG0e-~<nW, (5.7)
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where the extra factor ηn appearing with respect to the first equation of (1.18) is
responsable for the fact that the superficial bounds are neither improved nor destroyed
by the new terms corresponding to the α-vertices.

Therefore the only graphs we have to consider are the graphs with only a vertices.
This class of graphs introduces effectively an ultraviolet divergence in the effective
potential, but this is expected, and induces a modification in the two point Schwinger
functions that consists simply in a different constant in front of it. See also [BGPS]
for an identical discussion.

Finally let us discuss the modifications to the proof of the convergence of the
effective potential due to the presence of the propagators g^\n > N) and g{^\n < N)
of Sect. 1.

This is easily done because of the two following remarks:
1) If one computes the contribution of a graph with one or more lines # ( n ) substituted
with lines g^N o r g^\ the improvement to the superficial bound due to the oddness
of the propagator, represented by the factor (4.5) in Lemma 4.1, still holds. This
implies that only logarithmic divergences may appear in the contributions given by
such graphs.
2) The logarithmic divergences are in fact absent, because of the scaling properties
of gffl and g^\ The first in fact scales as 7 ^ independently from n, and decays on
scale n in the time direction, while the latter has the extra factor ry-ΆN-n)^ j n k o m

cases if one performs the sum on the frequencies of the modified lines (remember
that for gff the sum is from N up to infinity, while for gff is from 0 up to N) one
immediately sees that the contribution of any graph is in fact finite, and no further
improvements are needed in these cases. This concludes our discussion.

Appendix Al

We want to prove, if we define

Σ Σ

the following bound

where C4

Let us
is a constant,
write

7,n) =
V>VQ PV\

><Π Σ
( υ Σ

"Σ

^^(constraint on {pVj}, {<#>})

j

( A 1 3 )

where x reveals the presence of the following constraint:

q(

v

f)e[0,Pυ-i], P v i e
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We obtain easily an upper bound if: i) we ignore the presence of χ; ii) we remove
the constraint on Pυ , i.e. we sum on all the Pυ . So, rearranging the sums and bearing
in mind that we are summing from the vertex v0 towards the end points, we will have

Σ Σ ΊΛ"
v>v0 pv (1) Λaυ)

x
Pv.\Pv\=Pv

cSUQt j ) QψcPvj

The last line in (A 1.4) gives

If we write

Σ(-γ,ή)= [J /„,
υ>v0

we can give the term corresponding to the vertex v0 the following expression

so that
SV()

Now we proceed in the same way for Iυ , j = 1, . . . , sVQ, where {^}jl°i is the

collection of vertices immediately following υ0 along the tree 7,

where {v-}^ is the collection of vertices following υ-\ and so on, until, if we denote

by £P a path from the root of the tree to an end point (we have n such paths), and
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by l(&°) the number of vertices on ^ , we shall have

T

fc=0

T

r 2

7

l / z —

4n

where, e.g., C4 = (4 7 ) 2 [1 - 7 η - i . Therefore (A2.4), (A2.5) give

which proves the bound (2.27). Q.E.D.

Appendix A2

Let us start with the bound of the contribution

which corresponds to the analytic expression

n

dx%dyτ Y[ λ(xτ - y%) (gg(N))(yι

169

(A1.5)

(A2.1)

, . . . , rrn), (A2.2)

where here and henceforth we can suppose n2 = 0, because we have seen this is the
only case in which we must improve the bound, and

.y%2, . . . , xn) = CS\<N){. . .)^(N)( •)

and ^ can be g(N) or ^ ( < A Γ ) . Then we write

/

n— 1 n—1

Π cteid^ [ J λ(x, - y
i=3 z=3

so that (A2.2) becomes

2, . . . , xn) (A2.3)

= — Cn dxxdyxdtγάx1άy1dt1dxndyndtnv(xλ —

(N))x (gg

We have named Δl9 Δ2 the two squares of side size η~k, with k = N — 1, in
which the points xλ, yn, respectively, vary in (A2.2). In order to bound (A3.3) we
distinguish between the following three cases.
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1) Time distance between Δx, Δ2 larger than η~k: in this case we can use the
superficial bounds as always, so obtaining an expression which contains a factor

where we have rewritten (2.8) as

\PvQ\-\

i=l

and have used the fact that, obviously, instead of txp(A) = exp(A/2) exp(A/2),
we can write exp(A) = exp(A/4) exp(3 A/4), then extract a factor exp(3A/4) and
integrate the remaining expression. It will yield simply an extra constant C n , where
C = 2.

So we have

\

and we have gained a convergence factor ry~(N~k\
2) Squares Δx, Δ2 contiguous in time: in this case d®k)(Δι,Δ2) = 0; we construct,
in Δ{, a strip adjacent in time to Δ2 whose thickness is given by

-k -UN-k) _k _I(JV+fc) / Λ O C N

r = ^ 7 = 7 2 7 = 7 2 (A2.5)

so that

Δi=δι\Jδ2,

δ{ ={tx eΔι(t):\tι-Δ2(ί)\>r},

δ2 = Δι\δι ,
where we have set

Δx = Δt(x)xΔt(t), i = 1,2,

and, if we write

dt= dt+ dt,

Δx{t)

and we bound one by one the two contributions we have obtained from (A2.2), we
find in the end for both of them the following result:

12) -h(N-k)
7 2

3) Squares Δx, Δ2 coinciding in time: in this case Δx(t) = Δ2(t) and d®k^(Δx,
Δ2) = 0. If tn is such that

tn e Δa

x(t) = {tn e Δx(t):d(tn,R\Δx(t)) > r} ,

we define

where r is given by (A2.5). We define moreover
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Now we write

j dtn= j dtn Jdtλ + jdtx + j dtn

Ax(t) Δf(t) lδι δ2 J AhΛt)

dtλ

Δ\{t) Δλ{t)

so that (A2.2) gives three contributions which we bound separately. For all three we
obtain in the end the bound

' 7
-\(N-k)

(A2.6)

As far as the second and the third contributions are concerned, the result is a
mere consequence of the two cases discussed above. The treatment of the first, more
interesting contribution is conceptually very similar, albeit technically a little more
involved. We sketch the proof of (A2.6) for such contribution. One writes v(x{ - yx)
in (A2.4) as sum of two parts

v(xx - x2) + [v(xι - yλ) - υ(xγ - x2)],

where the second one can be rewritten via the interpolation formula

1
r

v(x) — v(y) = / da v'{x + a(y — x)) (y — x))

o

(if υf denotes the first derivative of υ) and can be shown to improve the superficial
bound by a convergence factor 7 - i V . The remaining term has the following property:
if we integrate on t{ over all R, instead of δι, it vanishes => then we can replace the
integration over δ{ with the integration over the complementary subset R\δ{, so that
it becomes \t{ — tn\ > r, and the calculation is now performed in the same way as
the case tι G δ2.

Therefore the class of graphs (A2.1) can be bounded by the following expression:

Cnχn \ fc ,Δ2) - \ (N-k)

where k — N - 1.
Now we study the following graphs:

y
(A2.7)

y
(A2.8)
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where, in 5^2, among Z1? l2, 1$ at least one must be a hard line. As above we write the
analytic expressions which correspond to the graphs ^ and 5^2:

2=1 i=\

(A2.9)

(A2.10)

where the meaning of the symbols is obvious.
It is not difficult to study Iγ and I2 with the same techniques discussed above, but

one must be a little more careful when the case zAx = Z\2 is considered as far as the
term Ix is concerned. Let us sketch how to treat this case. We write

Δι = Δa

x U Δ\,

Δ1 = {xx e A :d(xv R2\Δt) >r},Δ\ = Δ^Δ* >

and for xλ e Δ°:

5, = {yn e Δ2:d(xι,yn) < r},

δ2 = Δ2\δ, .

So we can write L as the sum of three contributions, because

/ dxx I dyn= I dxx I dyn+ I dyn + I dxx I

Λ\

and, as in (A2.6), we obtain for every term the bound

Similar bounds can be obtained for the other terms of Ix and for /2. So we have
found that the class of graphs in (A2.7) and (A2.8) can be bounded by the following
expression:

7
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Appendix A3
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Consider a vertex v, with \PV\ = 2, to which there corresponds the expression

(A3.1)

where P υ , . . . , P are the sυ subclusters contained in Pυ, connected to each other
on scale hv. Let us call 1 the point which one of the two external legs of Pv comes
out of, and Pυ the subcluster which it belongs to:

We distinguish in what follows the two possible cases \P \ — 2 and \P

1) Case \Pυ \ > 2: we divide P into two clusters Rl9 R2:
> 2.

such that Rλ contains the point 1 and both Rx and R2 contain a point which a line
(soft or hard) connecting P to any other subcluster of Pυ comes out of; such points
exist undoubtedly, for not more than two lines come out of 1, and we are supposing
\PV I > 2, and they are distinct, for otherwise the corresponding graphs vanish for
parity reasons. Since the sets (4.3) are fixed, we are making no choice, and therefore
no sum.

Now it is easy to see that we can write a decomposition of (A3.1) in the following
way:

(A3.2)

(a) (b)

In (A3.2) one of the two lines drawn in the figure (a) can be soft.
We write symbolically the (A3.2) saying that, if \Pυ\ = 2, and \PVχ \ > 2,

where we have not written explicitly the arguments of the above functions, and A(...)
is the sum of a number of terms bounded by CSv.

Let us see now why the writing A(...) is more suitable. If we consider (A3.1), ήx
a variable and integrate over all the other (free) variables we meet moving along the
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anchored tree μ which connects to each other the subclusters, we obtain

3=2

-ξdμ{hυ)(Pυι,...,Pυaυ)

μ v 3=2

^f{Y:\PVJ\-\PV\) (Σ\Pv3\-\Pv\)

o 7

On the contrary, as far as the term A(...) is concerned, we proceed nearly in
the same way, but with the following fundamental difference: the analytic expression
A(...) corresponds to the situation (A3.2) where there is a point Q contained in
R2 or in R{ which an external leg of P comes out of. Obviously there must be
an ondulated line (representing a potential line) either directly connected to such
a point or connected to a graph element of type V2 which is directly connected
to such a point (if there is more than one graph element of type V2 there are no
convergence problems and no decomposition of the truncated expectation is required).
If \Pυ Π Pv I = 1, then we can delete such a line, for it is inessential for the hard
connectedness of the graph, and use the remaining available integration for the line
obtained by connecting the external leg to an external leg of any other subcluster of
Pυ. Otherwise, if \PV Π PV{\ — 2, it can happen that the considered potential line is
used to assure the hard connectedness of the subgraph Gυ this situation can present
itself if there is also an external line of Gυ coming out of the other point Q' connected
to Q through the potential line:

(A3.4)

(a) (b)

(obviously we can have more lines external to Gv than the drawn ones). Then we can
see that in this case too it is possible to use a covariance line on scale hυ instead of
the potential line connecting Qf to Q, so that we obtain again the bound improvement
(A3.3). Therefore we obtain

3=2

where ε0 is defined in (3.2) and takes in account the fact that the line which we
integrate over can be soft or hard; if it is soft, the integration gives a factor Chv.
2) Case \PVι\ = 2: in this case, the situation is the following one:

(A3.6)
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where the points 1 and 2 cannot be coincident, for, otherwise, the graph would be
vanishing for parity reasons. We have labeled by 3 the point which the second external
leg of Pυ comes out of. Then the following decomposition is always possible:

^ g^>(2 - zλ)

v r- I I p \ (γ3ι\ T.
Z1 t {J -ly • \ ̂  V \ 3

3=2 3

x : Ψ(hv)(PVsυ \Q{

v

Sv)\[zι Π i \ \0 (

υ

j )\3]):) (A3.7)

which doesn't allow an improvement of the bound, for the connection is realized only
through hard lines in such a way that we have no soft line and exactly one hard line
binding two subclusters. Nevertheless, in (A3.7) the term &£υ)(> •) can be studied
like (A3.1). Again the estimate cannot be improved only if the subcluster which the
external leg coming out of 2 goes into has two external legs. But in this case we can
iterate the decomposition, until we reach a subcluster PVrn, with m < s, which has
more than two external legs. Then we have left a cluster (containing s — m subclusters)
which admits the decomposition (A3.3). We outline that no combinatorial problems
arise, because the sum of terms we obtain after m steps, is bounded by

0(Q "Π KG m 4- λ\
Zs\O 1J . . . Z^O I I I |~ lj

(where the factor 2 can be eliminated) and the remaining truncated expectation yields
a factorial (s - m)\ so that we reobtain CssU like in the original bound. Therefore
we can conclude that the bound cannot be improved only for a single contribution,
given by

(A3.8)

where \PV \ = 2\/i = 1, . . . , sv. Since the sets Pv. are fixed, either this term will
be the only possible one (up to labeling of the sets Pυ. and of the points which the
external legs come out of) or there will be none.

We can now state the following result: \/Pv such that \Pυ\ = 2, we have two
possibilities:
i) Pυ is of the form (A3.8), and we don't decompose the truncated expectation

(A3.1);
ii) Pυ has a different form (i.e. \P \ > 2 for any i) and we decompose

where E^ι\...) will be a suitable function, which reduces to A(...) if \Pυ \ > 2 and
has a more involved but uniquely determined structure otherwise.

From the above discussion, it follows immediately that defining

A, = α - £o)Σδ\Pv\αV - δ\p^ 1,2 δ\pϋa 1,2)

dχ(v)

Σ Σ
fc=0 ϋ>v

dί(v)=k
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the following bound holds

Π {
{hv} υ>v0 I PVι...PVsv

Σ Σ

x 7

and the inequalities

Qv >

V|PJ=2

(A3.11)

(A3.12)

(A3.13)

are an easy check if one use the second line of (A3.10).
Consider now again (A3.1) and let us suppose \PV\ — 2,4, and \PV | > 4 for some

vj9 j = 1, . . . , sυ, such that Pυ ^Pυφ 0, where {vj}^ is the collection of vertices

immediately following v moving forward along the tree.
If we choose a point which an external leg of Pυ comes out of, and we call 1 such

a point and P the subcluster which it belongs to, we can take obviously \P \ > 4.
Since \PV\ = 4[\Pυ\ = 2], at least two [four] lines coming out of P are connected to
the other subclusters Pv , i φ 1, and at least one of these lines must be hard in order
to guarantee the hard connectedness of the graph. For definiteness let us consider the
case \Pυ\ —4 (but the same results hold also for the other cases).

We can proceed in the same way we have done above, and we find that (A3.1)
admits the following graphic decomposition:

(A3.14)

(c)

where in (a) and (b) we can suppose \PV ΠPυ \ — 1, and the arrowed line represents a
third line which we know for sure comes out of Pv (i.e. of Rx or R2, according to the
cases discussed above). We have therefore three lines, of which at least one is hard,
and the others are such that we can use a space integration for one of them instead of
a potential line (to which there corresponds a bounded and regular function). As far as
the cases (c) and (d) are concerned, it can happen that the two external lines lx and l2

coming out of, respectively, R{ and R2 are connected through a potential line which,
therefore, becomes essential to the hard connectedness of the graph. Nevertheless, if
at least one of the other subclusters Pv , j φ 1, has \PV | = 2, then (A3.12) guarantees

a gain on the scale difference hv — hv,. Otherwise, if \Pυ \ > 2Vj φ 1, we can loose

that gain, but in this case the topological structure of the graph is such that we can
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always delete a potential line emerging from a point

Q* e ( J PVi

which one of the two lines l{ or l2 (say lλ) is connected to, and perform the
corresponding integration over the covariance line gι . Then we can conclude that,
in each case of the decomposition (A3.14), we can write an expression of the type
(A3.9), where, obviously, now we have a different function E^2\ so that

&i<hυ)( )%(hυ)(. •) = E%](...), (A3.15)

where E^ can be thought of as a sum of terms which all admit an improvement of
the superficial bound. In fact the only contribution that could be difficult to treat is
that with Pv connected only through a loop g2 to the other subclusters, but it is absent
for we cannot have a connection between P and the other subclusters realized only
by two lines.

In the end we obtain an improvement of the bound given by the factor

~hv(l-ε0)

where ε0 is due to the fact that the extra line which integrate over can be soft.
We outline again that the same results can be derived in the case \PV\ = 2 too, so

that, if we define

5^
Πv>v

Σ
fc=0 v>v

dι(ϋ)=k

4 ,2)

= Σ Σ
k—\ v>υ

~ Π

l~ Π , (A3.16)

and we apply successively the decompositions (A3.9) and (A3.15), obtaining the
decomposition Eh , Lemma 4.1 holds.

Appendix A4

It is a standard result (see [GK, LL]) that

) , . . . , φ{h)(Ps))\ <

(A4.1)

•-Ps)j(A4.2)
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where Co, Cτ are suitable constants. We want to generalize the above results to the
case in which the fields appear with the Wick ordering, as in (2.9), (2.11), in order
to obtain those inequalities and relate the new constants Cx, C3 to the standard ones
Co, Cτ.

We have

Σ
(A4.3)

and

S

Π yi))> ( A 4 4 )

where π is a partiy which will turn to be inessential in the derivation of the following
bounds.

Therefore (A4.1)-(A4.3) give

^ Σ Σ Π
Σ \Yj\=2

I

q=l

Σ\P3\YJ\ Σ\Y3

which yields (2.11), with C3 = 2max{C0, C τ } .
By analogous reasoning it is straightforward to show that (A4.1), (A4.4) yield

(2.9), with Cx = 2C0. If we note that the proof of (2.10) is the sante as the proof of
(2.9), we can deduce from the above discussion that (2.10) holds too. Q.E.D.
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